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Vansky OD102 TV Antenna for Smart TV

Specification

Antenna VHF/UHF
Brand Vansky
Model OD102
Color Black and silver
Maximum Range 250 Miles
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Item Dimensions L x W x H 10 x 6 x 1.6 inches
Coaxial Cable 33ft
Install Location Outdoor
Output Wattage 5 Watts

What’s In the Box

Antenna for Smart TV

360° Omni-Directional Reception

Supports UHF/VHF Digital signal mounting pole included

Please make sure your TV has HDTV tuner, if not, kindly suggest you best buy a digital converter box.

Connection Instruction

Introduction



The Vansky TV antenna series is made to offer a way to acquire more and better broadcasts for your TV viewing enjoyment. You
can choose from effective interior and outdoor antenna ranges of 60 miles to 250 miles.

Product Description

The outdoor HD TV antenna is made to provide high-definition 1080 P HD pictures while receiving digital TV UHF/VHF signals.
You don’t need to pay a large monthly fee for cable or satellite in order to watch high-definition television. Use the infrared remote
control to rotate 360 degrees using the built-in rotor.

Vansky Outdoor HD Digital TV Antenna with 250-Mile Range

The outdoor HD TV antenna is made to provide high-definition 1080 P HD pictures while receiving digital TV UHF/VHF signals.
Without paying a costly monthly cable fee, you can watch high-definition television. Use the infrared remote control to rotate 360
degrees using the built-in rotor.

The perfect answer for any suburban or rural setting. In comparison to a standard fixed or rabbit ears outdoor HD TV antenna,
Omnidirectional outdoor TV antennas can receive signals while spinning 360 degrees. This allows you to receive TV signals with
considerably greater reception.

Assemble Quickly

Install the coaxial cable fastener after assembling all the components and opening the reflection panel. The antenna indication
should be bright red. The antenna spins 360 degrees both forward and backward when the power button or remote is pushed.

Reception of VHF and UHF

1. Connect to any digital TV’s ANT IN port.
2. Set up the digital antenna in the best possible location.
3. After choosing “Menu” and “Channel Search,” you can start watching TV. Channels for Search Available Please check the

antenna point or site to see how many radio towers are within 250 miles of you. To receive more channels with HD clarity,
try pointing the antenna in the right direction. Watch HDTV channels You will always have access to the best material
thanks to the HDTV antenna. NBC, Fox, CBS, ABC, PBS, The CW, Telemundo, Univision, RTV, This TV, Ion, Me TV, and
the weather channel are among the channels that your outdoor HDTV antenna may be able to receive depending on where
you live.

Channels for Search Available
Please check the number of broadcast towers within 250 miles of you via antenna web or antenna point first. To receive more
channels with HD clarity, try moving your antenna in the right direction.

Watch HDTV channels
You will always have access to the best material thanks to the HDTV antenna. NBC, Fox, CBS, ABC, PBS, The CW, Telemundo,
Univision, RTV, This TV, Ion, Me TV, and the weather channel are among the channels that your outdoor HDTV antenna may be
able to receive depending on where you live.

Easy To Install

An easy-to-follow user manual is included with the HDTV antenna, making installation simple. With just a coaxial cable
connection and a quick channel scan, you can start watching local HD content. Super high gain and low noise amplifier built into
the 360° motor rotor, 32.8 feet of coax cable included, and wireless remote control included. INCLUDED IS THE MOUNTING
POLE.

Features

TV antenna can receive 4K, 720p, and 1080p HDTV signals as well as 32db high strength signals within a 250-mile radius.
It also has two TV outputs. NO ADDITIONAL CABLE OR SATELLITE FEES ARE NEEDED TO RECEIVE DIGITAL RADIO



HIGH DEFINITION ANTENNA SIGNALS! Without a splitter, an outdoor TV antenna may support two televisions
simultaneously. put outside or in the attic.
Full HD Channels A digital TV antenna enables you to access local over-the-air networks and receive local news, weather,
sitcoms, children’s, sports, and educational programming, among other things. PERMANENT TOOL TO GET CHANNELS
WITHOUT A MONTHLY FEE! Numerous full HD channels, including ABC, CBS, NBS, PBS, Fox, Univision, and others, are
available with an HD antenna. The following frequencies are in use: vhf 40–300MHz; uhf 470–890MHz;
Weather-resistant A smart TV antenna is the perfect option for any rural or suburban setting. Outdoor use of a 250-mile TV
antenna is permitted. Outdoor TV antennas include a sturdy construction and grounding. Don’t let terrible weather ruin your
day.
Fearless Warranty Please feel free to get in touch with us if you have any issues about installing or utilising our HD
antenna. We’ll assist you in finding a solution to any issue, so take pleasure in it.

FAQs

Is this antenna compatible with my TV?

This antenna is compatible with any TV with a built-in HDTV tuner.

How do I install the antenna?

The antenna has a built-in rotor that rotates 360 degrees. You can use the included mounting pole to mount it on your roof or
place it on a table or shelf.

What are the dimensions of the antenna?

The antenna measures 10 x 6 x 1.6 inches.

Can I use this to watch local channels?

Yes, you can watch local channels using this HDTV antenna. However, you may need to purchase an amplifier if the signal is
weak in your area.

Can you use a Smart TV with just an antenna?

You may either buy a high-definition digital TV antenna or download a few free apps from your TV’s app store if you’ve been
wondering how to access local channels on a smart TV. An antenna can be used without an internet connection and for a one-
time fee.

Do you need a special antenna for a Smart TV?

A particular sort of TV antenna is not necessary for smart TVs. Your proximity to nearby broadcast towers affects your decision
on the best TV antenna more than anything else. In general, an indoor TV antenna should work for you if you live 35 miles or
less from broadcast towers.

What is the best antenna to use with a Smart TV?

An almost ideal option for anyone who has cut the cord with their cable or satellite provider is the Gesobyte amplified TV
antenna. Thanks to a signal enhancer, it can receive digital broadcast channels over the air over a 250-mile radius.

Do all TV antennas work the same?

Three frequency bands—VHF-Low (channels 2 through 6), VHF-High (channels 7 through 13), and UHF—are used for TV
broadcasting in North America (channels 14 through 51). Antennas are made to cover one, two, or three bands due to the various
frequencies in use. They are not all covered by every antenna.

Can a TV work without an antenna?

You’ll be happy to learn that you may use your digital TV to access online material if you’ve been wondering how to or if it’s
possible to receive free-to-air channels without an antenna. While an antenna won’t be required, a smart TV that is connected to
the internet will.

Do you need an antenna for each TV?

No, every TV does not require an Over-the-Air antenna. if you choose one of these techniques to spread the signal from your
antenna across your house.

Do TV antennas work without Wi-Fi?

In addition to allowing you to watch free over-the-air TV without WiFi or any other form of internet connection, an antenna can be
a lifeline if your internet is unreliable.



Can you watch antenna TV without antenna?

There are various ways to stream your local network channels if you don’t want to utilise an antenna. The three services
DIRECTV STREAM, Hulu + Live TV, and YouTube TV are the best for streaming local ABC, NBC, Fox, and CBS. In almost
every US market, they all provide a way to live stream major broadcast networks.
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